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ABSTRACT
In this era of communication and networking technology, Internet of Things adds to the existing technological
era and brings revolution to the Information Technology world. Internet of Things consists of interconnected
devices which may be digital, physical or mechanical devices equipped with unique identifiers and having the
capability to transmit the sensed information to other devices autonomously. Internet of Things is recognized as
being composed of resource constraint devices in terms of processing competency, storage capacity and power
resources. To cope up these constraints, existing computing technology known as cloud computing can be used
to facilitate the Internet of Things system by offloading its processing and storage requirements. In this paper,
we have provided the necessity and benefits of Cloud and IoT integration. Further, the paper has identified
several research issues that arise due to Cloud-IoT integration. Among the several research issues, it was
observed that security and privacy concerns are pivotal in Cloud-IoT integration and need to be addressed to
make the integration successful. The core security and privacy threats have been identified and the existing
security mechanisms have also been researched in this paper. The paper also highlights open security and
privacy research issues in the Cloud-IoT paradigm. This paper can act as a baseline for the research that is
needed in the area of security and privacy issues in the Cloud-IoT or Cloud of Things paradigm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is a networking paradigm that connects billions of heterogeneous devices,
called Things, within the same backbone, essentially, the Internet. These connected things sometimes
referred to as objects, have the ability to generally capture environmental data using dedicated sensors,
process the acquired data and communicate the data with other things, within the framework of a
smart application [1]. According to the definition of Internet Architecture Board (IAB), IoT is a
network of smart things and a way of intelligent communication among an enormous number of
connected devices that use a new version of internet protocol (IPV6) providing 2128 unique addresses,
capable of realizing the actual concept Internet of Things. IoT is swiftly growing and is expected to
connect billions of objects in the near future, which requires billions of network addresses. The IoT in
whole can be said as an innovation to put together smart things, frameworks and sensors [2]-[4]. The
basic building blocks of IoT include hardware, embedded programming and wireless communication
technologies. The core of any IoT infrastructure is billions of interconnected devices containing
sensors and actuators to sense or detect any physiological or environmental phenomenon.
Notwithstanding, to transmit the information that the devices gather, these devices require handling
and processing abilities, so that the data can be structured and formatted for transmission. This
handling and processing function is commonly performed by a micro-scale integrated circuit; for
example, a System-on-a-Chip (SoC) or a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). Since IoT devices
are embedded devices, they are prototyped using competitive micro-scale platforms; for example,
Arduino, Phidgets and Raspberry Pi. Prototyping IoT devices using these platforms requires microscale controller programming, circuit construction abilities and profound knowledge of hardware
communication standards, such as I2C or SPI, that are used to build communication between the
micro-scale controller and the associated sensors and actuators. The embedded programs are regularly
developed using computer programming languages such as C, C++, Python and JavaScript.
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IoT is becoming an important and globally used technology because of its remote sensing, monitoring
and controlling of object (physical and virtual) services across the existing network-infrastructure to
enable direct physical world integration with the computer-based systems. It improves the efficiency
and accuracy of objects reduces the intervention of humans and provides safety and convenience. To
organizations, the benefits offered by IoT include monitoring of the overall business process,
improving the experience of customers, saving money and time and making better product decisions.
Generally, it is becoming more abundant and important in transportation, manufacturing and utility
organizations, as well as in agriculture, home automation, smart cities and smart healthcare [5]-[6].
The layered architecture of IoT consists of five layers; i.e., Perception Layer, Transport Layer,
Processing Layer, Application Layer and Business Layer, as shown in Figure 1 [2]-[3].
Business Layer
Application Layer
Processing Layer
Transport Layer
Perception Layer

Figure 1. IoT architecture [2]-[3].

1.1 Perception Layer
It is also known as the sensor layer. Its responsibility is to sense the environmental or physiological
data of the environment in which it is implemented. The devices are identified and tracked using
identification mechanisms, such as RFID tags. Further, the sensor measurements are detected and
transformed into electric signals.

1.2 Transport Layer
The services provided by the transport layer include the transmission of information to the processing
layer as well as confirming that the information is from the valid user and protecting it from threats
using different security protocols. An authentication mechanism based on pre-shared secret keys or
passwords is used to verify the valid user.

1.3 Processing Layer
The transport layer sends the information to the processing layer in order to process the collected
information. The processing layer removes any extra insignificant information and extracts useful
information from the data sent by the transport layer.

1.4 Application Layer
All applications that are using the technology of IoT are defined in the application layer, such as smart
cities, smart homes, …etc. The core responsibility of this layer is to provide services to the
applications. For each type of application, there may be varying services because of dependent on
information collected by sensors.

1.5 Business Layer
It intends the behaviour of an application and is acting as a manager of the whole system. Its
responsibility is application control management, business and profit models in IoT. The privacy of
users is also managed by this layer [7]-[11]. IoT finds its applications in almost every field, such as
industrial automation, supply chain management, intelligent transportation, smart cities and smart
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healthcare. However, the IoT devices are characterized by constrained resources that hinder their
application in sensitive areas where the information needs to be kept secure and safe.
Another important technology, known as cloud computing, enables the development of ubiquitous
computing via on-demand and convenient access to a configurable shared pool of computing
resources, such as network servers, applications, storage and services that can be distributed and
released rapidly with less effort and interaction by service providers. Cloud computing is generally
divided into two segments; namely, front-end and back-end, based on the architectural viewpoint, as
shown in Figure 2 [12].

Figure 2. Cloud architecture [12].
The two segments are connected to each other through a network, usually via the Internet. The
services provided by cloud to its users include Software as a service (SaaS), Platform as a Service
(PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [12]-[13]. The benefits provided by the cloud include
improvement in performance, massive data handling, minimum issues of maintenance, recovery and
backups and scalability [14]-[16].
The greater enhancements in the fields of wireless sensor networks, ubiquitous computing and
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication make IoT a more popular and preferred technology.
However, IoT devices are resource-constrained, location-specific and inflexible. On the other hand,
cloud computing resources are ordinarily area-free (location-independent) and inexpensive, while
simultaneously providing fast and precise elasticity. Therefore, to alleviate incompetence in IoT, the
Cloud can play a significant role, which necessitates the integration of IoT with the Cloud.
Cloud-IoT is an emerging concept, where the limitations put forth by IoT devices are somewhat
addressed using cloud computing services. There are various architectures proposed for Cloud-IoT and
most of them focus on data sharing, monitoring, …etc. while using services of the cloud. Though the
architectures are varied, some parts among them are common. The simple architecture of Cloud-IoT is
shown in Figure 3. The most common elements in Cloud-IoT architectures are:
a) Sensors: Sensors are used to gather data from the deployed environment or objects, such as
animals, people, devices, buildings, cities, …etc. The information gathered can be categorized based
on sensor type (heterogeneous or homogeneous), sensor methodology (passive or active) or sensing
parameters (like body temperature, ECG system, …etc.). The collected data is made available on the
cloud [17]-[19].
b) Cloud software: It is responsible for storing and processing information obtained from IoT devices
and environments [17]-[19]. It also provides different services for the IoT components, such as
monitoring, hosting and managing devices.
c) Network components: These refer to the equipment used for data transmission. Gateways or device
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drivers are commonly used equipment for the communication between the software components and
devices [17]-[18], [21].

Figure 3. Cloud-based IoT architecture [17].
The rest of the paper is organized in the following sections. Section 2 discusses the importance and
benefits of Cloud and IoT integration. Section 3 further explains the research issues in Cloud-IoT
integration. Section 4 discusses the security aspects of Cloud-IoT integration. The state-of-the-art
security mechanism in Cloud-IoT infrastructure is presented in Section 5 and in Section 6, the open
challenges and issues in Cloud-IoT are presented. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. IOT AND CLOUD INTEGRATION
The current insurgency in the world of information and communication technology (ICT) is equipped
by the IoT and services of cloud computing. This offers more open doors for the development of new
systems whose main aim is to facilitate the lives of individuals and take out the conventional
complexities confronting them. The proliferation of cloud computing and IoT technologies will
facilitate new controlling services by handling and processing large volumes of sensory-data streams.
Cloud computing is expected to support a wide scope of IoT applications; for example, smart homes,
smart cities, smart e-health services, smart buildings, smart grids and so forth [20]. The cloud and IoT
are different technologies having different evolutions. The comparisons of cloud and IoT are shown in
Table 1. They have complementary characteristics due to which a number of researchers are motivated
to test the integration of these two technologies [13]-[14]. The unlimited resource capabilities in terms
of processing, communication and storage capacity of the cloud can benefit the IoT and in return, the
cloud can get benefited from IoT’s rapidly developing services and getting the opportunity to interact
with real-world objects [17]-[18]. Some of the main features and characteristics which relate to both
Cloud and IoT include services over the internet, storage over the internet, applications over the
internet, energy efficiency and computational capability. The features offered by IoT and Cloud
computing are shown in Table 2. Table 2 aims at explaining the enumerated characteristics of cloud
technologies that are closely linked to IoT. The observations from Table 2 reveal that IoT
characteristics that are more influenced by cloud characteristics are sensors in households and at
airports. Concerning cloud computing, the most affected characteristics are services over the internet
Table 1. Comparison of cloud computing with IoT [17].
ITEMS
Big Data
Storage capabilities
Connectivity

CLOUD COMPUTING
To manage the enormous big data
Unlimited capabilities of storage
Use of internet for services to deliver

Processing capabilities

Virtually unlimited capability of
computation
Ubiquitous (availability of resources
from everywhere)
The resources are virtual

Characteristics

IoT
Source of big data
Limited or no capabilities of storage
Use of internet for the point of
convergence
Limited capabilities of computation
Pervasive (things are at everywhere)
The objects are of real world
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and computational capacity. The overall inference that can be drawn is that these two technologies
contribute more to each other in many of their characteristics.
Table 2. Contributions of cloud computing and internet of things [18].
IoT Characteristics

Storage over
Internet

Service over
Internet

X

X

-

X

X

Intelligent Transportation

X

X

X

-

X

Sensors installed at homes
and airports
Smart Healthcare

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

-

X

X

X

X

X

Smart Grids

Engine monitoring sensors

Applications
Energy
over Internet Efficiency

Computational
Capability

2.1 Integration Benefits of IoT and Cloud Technologies
IoT is bringing revolution to all the application areas and has made a homogeneous impact on the
technology. However, the integration of IoT with cloud put forth several advantages, some of which
are presented below [21]-[28].
2.1.1 Scalability
One of the biggest advantages of Cloud-IoT integration is scalability. In case of complex infrastructure
of networks, scaling up needs purchasing extra hardware, investigating extra time and undertaking
greater configuration and design efforts become difficult. In Cloud-IoT systems, also known as Cloud
of Thing (CoT), adding new resources mainly boils down to leasing other virtual servers or extra cloud
space which provides the extra benefit of being rapidly implemented. Moreover, the services of the
Cloud-IoT platform offer flexibility, providing storage as per requirements and scaling down the
number of IoT-enabled systems.
2.1.2 Cost-effectiveness
Large starting upfront investments and expanded implementation risks in the occurrence of in-house
IoT systems can be debilitating. Added to that, there is a high concern for the continuous expenses of
hardware maintenance (upkeep) and IT personnel (faculty). Fundamentally, scaled-down direct
expenses and an adaptable valuing scheme dependent on real utilization urge IoT-based enterprises to
change to the cloud. Inside this business model, costs are simpler to anticipate and fewer costs to incur
about the hardware equipment failures, which in case of in-house IoT systems may create extra
expenses, not to cite business misfortunes resulting from service halts and downtimes.
2.1.3 Improved Processing Capabilities
The limited processing capacity present in IoT nodes and the enormous volumes of data generated by
these miniature nodes can be stored, processed and analyzed in the cloud. To find out the solutions, the
cloud provides unlimited virtual capabilities of processing and on-demand services or model of usage.
There are decision-making and predictive algorithms that can be integrated with the IoT to reduce
risks and increase the revenue at a lower cost [26]. Further, the pathways for transfer, storage and
maintenance of data are being created by the cloud.
2.1.4 Remote Access (Geographic Bound)
As the growth of the internet is rapid, IoT systems are growing rapidly and are the next step in the near
future. This way, various tasks, like monitoring, performance check, data collection and software upgradations, can be time-consuming and costly processes. However, cloud computing in IoT assists in
the immediate accessing and storing of data remotely. This is an essential trait and is not bound
geographically and therefore can allocate recourses quickly at different areas. Due to this advantage,
there are greater benefits such as that some of the applications can report their status, process the data
remotely and send remote messages to inform their administrator about some of the incidents, …etc.
[27]-[30].
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2.1.5 Data Integration
With the presentation of IoT in business models, organizations are battling with information support.
The issue is not just because a lot of information is generated from a wide range of gadgets and
devices, but the variety of information that is being generated by smart IoT devices. Furthermore,
there is pre-existing traditional information held in these organizations that is being transferred to
servers through internet resources. The management of diverse information types is a daunting task for
IT designers and executives, because such information is a significant resource of an organization.
Cloud computing can help in managing such diverse information from sensors and already held
information of organizations by providing a framework with practically no constraints that can
scarcely ever be imperilled, because the information is maintained at various separate servers. Along
these lines, even in instances of abrupt catastrophes, the cloud will retain the information. Along with
these benefits, companies are continuously increasing solutions of clouds as trusted and preferred
approaches.

3. RESEARCH ISSUES IN CLOUD-IOT
The transfer of data from the real world to the cloud is made possible by the integration of the cloud
with IoT. However, there are various challenges to achieve integration benefits, such as heterogeneity,
platforms, services and operating systems, which are particular for the development of new
applications. The heterogeneity exacerbates when the approaches of multi-cloud are adopted by the
end-users and thus, improving the resilience and performance of applications to services will depend
on multi-providers [6]. The big data generated from the expected 50 billion IoT devices in the near
future requires having more awareness for its secure communication, access, storage and processing.
The important issues that need to be addressed include:

3.1 Interoperability
Interoperability is defined as the ability, due to which heterogeneous devices and platforms can
coordinate with each other successfully. It is vital for the interconnection of multiple things together
among different networks of communication. If we consider an example of devices in a home
automation system that consists of fire detectors, surveillance camera, smoking alarms, entertainment
systems, lighting systems, …etc., various protocols are needed for these devices to work in tandem.
However, to achieve interoperability, there are various types of challenges to be encountered and dealt
with. Some of them are presented below.
3.1.1 Proprietary Ecosystem
It is one of the challenges in interoperability, as proprietary protocols are made by some
manufacturers, thus preventing other companies from utilizing them, which makes it difficult to have
interoperability.
3.1.2 Cost Constraint
It is another challenge in ensuring interoperable services that are generally faced while designing the
gateway solutions. There are certain issues while designing newer protocols, such as the existence of
legacy protocols that make it slightly difficult for IoT to use newly designed protocols. Additionally,
the technical risks of new protocols may have a higher failure rate.
3.1.3 Scalability
IoT is entering all fields of application, such as transportation, smart buildings, supply chain
management, …etc. and the number of devices is increasing rapidly. Therefore, manufacturers are
keen to think there would not be an issue of scalability, if for a large number of devices, newer
protocols are needed to provide services [31]-[32].

3.2 Connectivity, Compatibility and Longevity
3.2.1 Connectivity
Although the vast number of devices in the IoT network are to be linked in the future, this may
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contradict with the current structure of the communication protocols and the underlying technologies.
Presently, the communication architecture mostly relies on the centralized client-server paradigm to
connect the different nodes of the network and so far the authentication and authorization seem
sufficient for the current ecosystem of IoT involving hundreds or thousands of devices. But, when
there will be billions of devices to join the network, the brokered centralized structure will be required,
which in turn becomes the bottleneck for performance and unauthorized activities. These systems
would require a tremendous investment in maintaining cloud servers to manage large-scale sharing of
information and then all of the systems will go down regularly if the server goes down or is
inaccessible. It is projected that future IoT will be based on a decentralized paradigm and cloud
servers shall have the responsibilities of gathering and analyzing the enormous sensed data. Other
solutions may involve the use of a peer-to-peer communication model, where devices can identify and
authenticate each other directly and can exchange information without involving brokers. This
decentralized model will have its challenges, especially in terms of security, but that can be met with
emerging technologies, such as blockchain technology.
3.2.2 Compatibility
IoT involves different technologies with varied compatibilities, which makes it difficult for any
procedure to compete for becoming standard. It requires extra hardware and software to connect the
devices. The other compatibility issues are from the non-unified services of the cloud, diversities of
operating systems and firmware and lack of standard M2M protocols among the IoT devices.
3.2.3 Longevity
The persistence of the technologies used to create Cloud-IoT systems is essential for the smooth
functioning of the deployed systems. In the next few years, some of these technologies will eventually
become redundant, potentially rendering the nodes that implement them useless or ineffectual. This is
mainly important, as compared to generic devices of computing having a life span of few years,
appliances of IoT (like TVs, smart fridges,…etc.) tend to remain in service for much more longer and
should be functional even if the manufacturer of theses gadgets goes out of services [32]-[34].

3.3 Standards
The technological standards that are used for the proper functioning of devices and to deliver services
effectively include data collection standards, networking protocols, communication standards and the
procedures used for handling, processing and storing of data obtained from servers. This type of
aggregation is to increase the data value by increasing the scope, scale and frequency of data available
for analysis. The challenges in standardization include developing standards for unstructured data
handling, leveraging new tools of aggregation by technical skills. The structured type of data, for
example, is stored in the relational database and queried through MySQL. However, the unstructured
data is stored in different types of databases consisting of NoSQL without any standard approach of
the query. In terms of technical skills, companies often face the challenges of shortage of talent to
make strategy, plan, execute and maintain the systems to leverage unstructured big data [17].

3.4 Security
The fast progressions made in IoT technology are changing lives by connecting a vast number of user
gadgets to the internet and thereby controlling them remotely. Along with different applications, such
as e-health applications based on Cloud-IoT, frameworks are more efficient and offer better services to
the users. However, the usage of Cloud-IoT-based systems demands high security of the data that lies
within Cloud-IoT infrastructure, as it involves user’s private data. Security and privacy have never
been as vulnerable as these are currently, with a vast number of systems sending and receiving
immense amounts of information wirelessly. Therefore, researchers must focus on developing and
enhancing existing privacy and security solutions for Cloud-IoT-based frameworks; for example,
schemes of automatic identification, watermarking, active smart-monitoring and verification of
fingerprint schemes [35]. Among the various security issues, one of the important and concerning
challenges is to minimize IoT node resources that are consumed by security protocols and to reduce
the security vulnerabilities, attacks and threats. Another essential security issue is to provide the rules
for authorization and the polices to ensure that sensitive data is accessed only by authorized users,
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which is pivotal to maintain the privacy of users, particularly when there is a need for integrity to be
guaranteed. Data integrity is concerned as the vital element that affects not only the quality of services,
but also the majority of security and privacy issues related to it, such as outsourced data, legal aspects,
large scale, monitoring and performance. Additionally, several other issues exist, such as lack of trust,
location of physical data and information concerning Service Level Agreements (SLAs) when IoT
applications are moved to the cloud. The leakage of information can also happen due to multi-tenancy,
which can result in unauthorized effects. Furthermore, key-based cryptographic algorithms, such as
public-key algorithms, cannot be applied to IoT devices because of the imposition of constraints in
their processing power, battery capacity and memory. Specific attention to the growing challenges is
also required; for example, there is a possibility of new attacks, such as SQL injection, cross-site
scripting, session hijacking and side-channel attacks, to occur. Moreover, there is much vulnerability
that includes virtual machine escape and session hijacking, which are problematic to Cloud-IoT
infrastructure [35]-[36]. These issues need to be addressed before the Cloud-IoT paradigm will be
fully implemented and adopted by the general user group.

4. SECURITY AS A RESEARCH ISSUE IN CLOUD-IOT
Among the research issues discussed above, security is pivotal, because the connected devices having
internet connectivity monitor the user devices continuously, which may harm user privacy if that data
is leaked to unauthorized users. A large amount of personal data is generated by smart IoT devices;
therefore, users need to know that their information is secure and safe and the business has legal
responsibilities to keep information secure. IoT systems facilitate the association of both large and
small frameworks together and utilize the internet for communication. Users want to be sure about the
security of their IoT gadgets before adopting them fully in their usage. IoT frameworks are inherently
vulnerable to outside attacks, because the IoT systems use conventional networks to connect
everything wirelessly. Researchers are actively working to find viable solutions for many security and
privacy issues in Cloud-IoT systems; however, these issues need further investigation, so that user
privacy is not compromised [35]. The various security issues that arise in Cloud-IoT include the
common and important issues of Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability of sensed data and the
Authentication of devices and data itself. Cloud-IoT is a growing technology and is not much more
developed to overcome many issues yet, including security. There is much importance of security
when developing the solutions of Cloud-IoT, as there are possibilities of many attacks to happen in the
development phase. Without addressing security issues properly, users hesitate to adopt the Cloud-IoT
technology in their day-to-day life, as it can harm their privacy; for instance, in a smart health care
system that needs to have time-to-time valid data of patients for their continuous observation and if
this data is damaged by attackers, this can cause serious outcomes, such as wrong medication leading
to the death of a patient. Similarly, in smart homes, personal data may be breached for any harm,
intelligent transportation may be hijacked to cause accidents, …etc. Security in Cloud-IoT is a core
issue that needs to be addressed, because the private data available at the cloud or in-transit to the
cloud from IoT devices can be exploited by hackers, leading to unauthorized effects.

4.1 Threats to Security and Privacy in Cloud-IoT
The integration of IoT and cloud brings a lot of vulnerabilities due to the involvement of user-specific
miniature devices and associated limitations. Privacy preservation is always a fundamental human
right and in a business context. It is said to be a protection of customer information to use it more
appropriately. The security and privacy of the information used in case of business entities need to
follow the application laws, policies, standards and the process by which personal information is being
managed. In this notion of security, it is referred to as information security defined by ISO 27001
standards for the preservation of confidentiality, integrity and availability (CIA) of information. Nonrepudiation, reliability, accountability can also be deliberated as need-based security [38]-[39]. Some
of the most common threats to security and privacy are illustrated in Figure 4 [40]-[41]. The brief
descriptions of these threats are presented below.
4.1.1 Threats to Security
Communication Threats: The communication channel may be abused by attackers and intruders to
launch various attacks. The following threats are likely to occur in this category:
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Figure 4. Security and privacy threats in cloud-IoT [40].
a) Denial of Service: Denial of Service (DoS) can be launched over the Cloud-IoT infrastructure in
order to reduce the execution of the expected functional capacity of the network, through resource
exhaustion, hardware failure and software bugs. DoS attacks are more prominent to the IoT devices in
Cloud-IoT infrastructure because of the inherent resource limitations in these devices.
b) Eavesdropping: It refers to the interception of private communications by unauthorized users in real
time. Attackers can gain access to the communication channel in order to overhear the secret
communication among different network entities.
c) Spoofing Attack: It is an attack where an attacker impersonates and pretends to be an attacker to
gain access to restricted and privileged services and bypass existing security and authentication
mechanisms. This attack is usually a starting point for a more impactful attack, in most cases, a DoS
attack. Such attacks are common to internet-connected devices and therefore make an important attack
scenario in the Cloud-IoT system as well which needs to be addressed [41]-[44].
d) Man-in-the-Middle Attack: It is the common cybersecurity attack that establishes security credentials with the sender by impersonating itself to be the receiver. The sender expects to be communicating
with the receiver device; however, the information exchange is happening with the attacker that is
present between sender and receiver. The attacker then sends the altered messages to the receiver.
e) Replay Attack: This attack relies on an insecure network, in which the attacker captures the data
packets and then forwards them at a later time to produce unauthorized effects at the receiver device.
The transmission of data is interrupted or replicated by the malicious party, who intercepts the data
and retransmits it. A replay attack is possible on a communication protocol when data freshness is not
provided. Thus, the network could be secure with respect to authentication, confidentiality and
integrity, but does not provide data freshness to mitigate replay attacks.
Physical Threats: These refer to the incidence of harming the devices physically to damage the
network devices, resulting in the loss of system and information. The following attacks can be
launched under this category:
a) Device Capture: The attackers can capture legitimate IoT devices in order to extract the information
held in these devices before it has been transmitted to the secure system for storage. The attackers can
also extract the security keys and the shared secrets at IoT devices. The legitimate IoT devices are
destroyed by damaging their radio-module and by deleting their memory, which can result in severe
damage to Cloud-IoT infrastructure.
b) Node Damaging: Having easy access to physical devices, an attacker can damage any of them
physically, which makes them unable to sense and transmit the data. DoS attacks can also be launched
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if more devices are damaged by an attacker, so that the entire Cloud-IoT system will become useless
and incapable of providing any type of services.
Data Threats: Data threats are considered as common threats for every internet user. The most
common threats are: spams, disabling security settings, data corruption and data stealing. The
following are the likely threats under this category:
a) Threats during Retrieval, Transfer and Storage of Data: If an attacker gets physical access to an IoT
device, then he/she can access the raw sensed data available at devices using micro-probing or reverse
engineering techniques. Usually, Cloud-IoT needs to transfer the data at IoT devices to the cloud for
storage and processing; therefore, there is a greater risk of data tampering during the transfer of data to
the cloud [45].
b) Unauthorized Device Deployment: The attackers can deploy their own devices in the network and
send false or infected data to the cloud, resulting in corrupting the entire data that is stored at the
cloud. Therefore, the establishment of device authenticity in Cloud-IoT systems is mandatory and if
any device fails to prove its authenticity, the data from that device shall not be accepted.
c) Data Loss and Leakage: Events happening accidentally, such as fire, deletion of data by the service
provider, earthquakes, …etc. causing loss of critical data. The data can be leaked to unauthorized users
accidentally, which can be protected by encryption mechanisms.
d) Data Breach: In this attack, the data can be accessed by unauthorized entities from inside or outside
of the system. All types of Cloud-IoT data do not have the same level of sensitivity, as some financial
data is more sensitive than other publicly available data and therefore needs to be more protected.
Provision of Service Threats: In Cloud-IoT, many services are used to ensure the operations to
happen smoothly, but the threats related to them include the following:
a) Unidentified Users: Services provided by the cloud must ensure that unidentified and unauthorized
users cannot gain access to the data being sensitive or not; otherwise this may result in corrupting or
authorization of the entire Cloud-IoT infrastructure [42].
b) Identity Theft: In this attack, attackers can access the services and resources, which were otherwise
restricted to the user, by gaining access to the credentials of valid attackers that can make the victim
accountable for the attacker’s actions [46].
c) Compromising Interfaces: It is considered in the top threats of Cloud-IoT, because the APIs are
always distributed by the cloud providers to help consumers retrieve data and get access to other
services. If the interfaces are not well protected, the attacker can easily get their weakness to be
exploited and so -by attacker’s data- launch fraudulent services [45]-[47].
Other Threats: Various other threats are not related to the defined categories and some of them are
presented below:
a) Malicious Insider: In Cloud-IoT systems, sometimes the attacker having valid authentication and
authorization credentials may harm or attack the secret information at network devices by perpetuating
the malicious activity on the network. This way, he/she can exploit the access to abuse services.
b) Shared Technology: In Cloud-IoT systems, there exist several shared resources that can be used
remotely. Using the shared resources through virtualization can allow access of other Virtual
Machines (VMs) of other users, which occurs due to vulnerabilities in VM monitor that may be
exploited by malicious users to gain access to the other valid users’ VMs.
c) Cloud Computing Abuse: The biggest advantage of cloud computing is that a user can have huge
computing power available that is allowed by the organization, which can assist malicious users to get
an opportunity to launch varied attacks. A single attacker can even get many resources of computing
on-demand to launch a DoS attack to other cloud service providers [48].
4.1.2 Threats to Privacy
The evolution of Cloud-IoT emerges new ways of interaction that concern various privacy and
security issues based on technologies and features that are used to deliver Cloud-IoT services. Many
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threats can be exploited to harm the privacy of users in Cloud-IoT systems. Some of the likely threats
are presented below:
a) Vulnerability in Applications: If companies do not consider the vulnerabilities in delivering the
application patches or even complete applications, the hackers or attackers can exploit these
vulnerabilities to enter the system and create unauthorized effects.
b) Unaware Identification: IoT devices can be used to collect user data without their knowledge, which
can be achieved by using undisclosed small-sized cameras or sensors in users’ devices or surrounding
areas. The data collected can be used to identify the user and his/her associated attributes, which is the
real threat to user privacy [39].
c) Lack of Control: Once the data is collected and uploaded on the cloud, sometimes it is possible to
have either limited access or no access to it and in other words, it can be said that the control over data
is sometimes lost. The ubiquitous process of sense makes it difficult for users to give their consent to
collect data or the actions to be performed after the collected data has been processed and analyzed.
Additionally, it becomes a challenging task to create rules for access control to protect privacy. To
have keen attention to the preservation of privacy in any system, consent is considered as a major
requirement for the collection, storage and processing of personal information [49].
d) Unauthorized Disclosure: The use of cloud infrastructure might impact the users when cloud
providers experience difficulties to get the consent about user data collection and processing which
may result in unauthorized disclosure of sensitive data.
e) Incorrect or Out-dated Personal Data: It is to be resolved if there is any out-dated or incorrect data
in the system; for instance, a patient in an e-health system has been diagnosed with some illness which
gets cured after some time. If this kind of information is not updated in the database, the treatment in
accordance with the previous report will be harmful to the patient. Similarly, companies should
maintain data accurately and update it frequently.

5. STATE-OF-THE-ART SECURITY MECHANISMS IN CLOUD-IOT
The security of Cloud-IoT systems depends on the type of application they are used in. For example,
in a smart home application, the security of the latter relies on various things, such as the security of
the devices themselves, the security of the wireless infrastructure where these devices are connected
(e.g., the home Wi-Fi network), the security of the wired network that connects the smart home to the
Internet and the security of the cloud service that the homeowner is subscribed to. Similarly, in ehealth application, the security of such a system depends on the security of network infrastructure
where medical sensors are deployed, the mobility of patients, the cloud service to which patients and
doctors are subscribed to, the security of the medical sensors and the devices that doctors use to
monitor and prescribe medicines to patients and the security of network infrastructure through which
electronic health records are exchanged. In all applications of Cloud-IoT systems, the user data needs
to be protected from attackers and thus, the security solutions are developed so that the sensitive data
is protected from attackers. The IoT security solutions involve the secure architecture of multiple
levels that use important features of security in IoT across four different layers which are briefly
defined below:
a) Device Level Security: Device level security refers to the hardware level solutions of IoT. The
security components in this level include chip security, secure booting, device identity and
authentication and physical security.
b) Communication Level Security: Communication level security refers to the security of the
connection medium through which data is transmitted and received. The security components in this
layer include access control, end-to-end encryption, intrusion detection and preventions and firewalls.
c) Cloud Level security: It refers to securing the software backend solution of IoT. Cloud-IoT
providers are expected to provide security from major breaches of data itself. The security components
in this layer include platform security, data at rest and verification of application integrity.
d) Lifecycle Management Securities: Lifecycle management securities refer to securing the continuous
processes that are required to keep the IoT solution’s security up-to-date. The security components in
this layer include policies and auditing, risk assessment and secure decommissioning.
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The security mechanisms based on cryptographic protocols need to play an important role at all levels
of security enhancement. The detailed view of security encryption mechanisms and the protocols
being used are discussed below.

5.1 Encryption Mechanisms
Most of the components of Cloud-IoT systems, such as IoT devices, storing devices and cloud are
vulnerable to different attacks. Attackers can find the location of any network node or device on the
network and can easily harm it. These situations can be avoided using encryption mechanisms, such as
enciphering the data and its storage location and transferring the encrypted data among devices instead
of unencrypted data [50]. Stored data in data warehouses can also be attacked; therefore, the need for
strong encryption mechanisms is required. Various secure and popular cryptographic algorithms are
implemented for internet security and some of them are shown in Table 3 [51]-[52].
Table 3. Cryptographic algorithms suite [51].
Algorithms

Purpose

Rivest Shamir Adelman (RSA),
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC),
ECDSA

Confidentiality,
Digital Signature

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)

Confidentiality

HMAC, SHA-3, BLAKE-3

Integrity

Diffie-Hellman (DH)

Key Agreement

AES is given the first option of all the standards, as it can be used at all layers of IoT for imparting
security, while ECC is viewed as another primitive used at the physical layer, network layer and
application layer. The protocols that employ AES as a security construct include Constrained
Application Protocol (CoAP), which is used as an application layer protocol for the Internet of Things,
Bluetooth-Low-Energy version 4.2 (BLE 4.2), Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6), 6LoWSec and 4G
[53]-[54]. The different security policies are chosen in accordance with the application demands, such
as whether end-to-end encryption is required or not. End-to-end encryption provides high-level
security, wherein the sender and the receiver can only read the message content and none in the middle
can get the message content. In traditional networks, TLS/SSL and IPSec protocols are commonly
used to provide authentication, integrity and confidentiality services to communication messages.
IPSec is designed to provide security at the network layer either in transport or tunneling mode,
whereas the TLS/SSL protocol is used to provide security services at the transport layer. TLS/SSL or
IPSec protocols can be used by the applications to access the internet via encrypted details of
authorized users. Weak APIs and interfaces are attractive attributes for attackers to capture or sniff
packets. The most important security construct for users in Cloud-IoT is the availability of network
services. A potential attack to availability is the DoS attack, which is launched through the flooding of
packets to exhaust network resources. Researchers believe that Cloud-IoT is more vulnerable to DoS
or Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, as it is shared by many users, which can be reduced
by monitoring user requests. Before processing the request, prior identification of undefined requests
or duplicated messages shall be erased [51], [55]-[58].

5.2 Different Ways of Handling Cloud-IoT Security
There are different methods to handle the security concerns which mainly rely on cryptographic
protocols and some of the ways to handle Cloud-IoT security challenges include:
a) Cloud-IoT security analytics: It involves collecting, correlating and analyzing data from various
sources that can help security providers identify threats and nip them up.
b) Public Key Infrastructure use: It includes the set of policies, hardware and software means that are
needed for the creation and distribution of digital certificates, which are essential components for
various public-key schemes. To be an effective solution for Cloud-IoT security, this method has
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proven successful over the years. Some of the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) methods are used for
the management of private or public keys and X.509 digital certificates.
c) Ensuring protection of communication: The communication of sensitive information in IoT needs to
be protected from hackers and attackers, which can otherwise lead to unauthorized effects.
Cryptographic algorithms, such as AES, ECC and RSA are the most widely used encryption
algorithms.
d) Ensuring authentication of devices: Device authentication is essential for ensuring that malicious
data is not injected into the network by malicious nodes, which can result in damaging the crucial
information in the network. Two-factor authentication, digital certificates and biometrics are the basis
of authentication to reduce vulnerabilities.

5.3 Existing Security and Privacy Solutions of Cloud-IoT
The existing security techniques proposed in the literature to ensure security and privacy in Cloud-IoT
systems are presented in this sub-section.
Authors in [59] presented that developing confidential infrastructure for Cloud-IoT applications is
very expensive in comparison to the low-cost infrastructure of the public cloud, due to the large
amount of data generated by IoT. Therefore, more public clouds are used for processing tasks even in
case of sensitive data, which leads to increased concern for maintaining the confidentiality of data.
One of the ways to mitigate the concern of confidentiality is to encrypt the data at the source and then
send it to the cloud for storage purposes only. One of the promising approaches proposed to overcome
this bottleneck is Partial Homomorphic Encryption (PHE). In this paper, a scheme for confidentiality
preserving continuous query execution in an un-trusted cloud through API initiative that allows
programmers to focus on the analysis of automatic homomorphism, the logic of applications and
original techniques of compilation, has been proposed. In Zhu et al. [60], the scheme of data integrity
is proposed with the combination of ZSS signature and is related to security, privacy and scalability to
meet the requirements of computation and storage functions of analytical applications with big data.
The remote integrity is implemented while using the ZSS signature. With the use of the ZSS signature,
the computational overhead is reduced compared to BLS algorithms. This represents the solution with
less overhead in terms of communication and computation than in current RSA and BLS-based data
integrity solutions. Authors in [61] proposed a security framework for the Cloud of Things (CoT) that
addresses some of the identified security issues in the existing CoT environments. The proposed
framework provides several advantages in terms of efficient resource usage, data prioritization, data
delivery timeliness and an adequate security level to sensitive data. A confidentiality-preserving
system for CoT has been proposed in [62], which uses the Partial Homomorphic Encryption (PHE)
mechanism to encrypt the data. The proposed system enables programmers to concentrate on
application logic, compilation mechanisms, homomorphism evaluation and optimized resource usage.
Authors in [63] have designed a deep reinforcement learning-based malware propagation model. The
developed model has been assessed for energy consumption vs. number of nodes, average infections
over time, node mobility over time period and propagation speed.
In [64], the proposed architecture to achieve availability is ascertained through the execution system
based on the Open-STACK. To ensure availability, a template-based cloud framework has been
proposed, which can configure fault identification and recovery measures automatically according to
different services and features. According to the characteristics and services, proposed method
applications were allowed by the templates and the feasibility methods were demonstrated with the
existing architecture via comparison. In [65], an authentication scheme has been proposed, in which
the biometric parameters are combined with the user credentials. The additional key is generated for
the ECC algorithm for improving its security level. Normally, in ECC, only two keys are created that
are public and private; however, in improved ECC, an additional secret key is generated. This
additional secret key achieves the requirements of security, like low encryption, computation and
decryption time overhead. Authors in [58] proposed the concept of secure trusted things aiming to
reduce the security and privacy concerns in Cloud-IoT systems. It includes an encryption mechanism
that involves less overhead. Authors in [66] have proposed a lightweight security scheme for IoT,
wherein the energy-efficient and simple cryptographic operations are used. Authors in [67] proposed a
security scheme for smart home systems based on Cloud- IoT infrastructure. It proposes group key
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management for smart home system. Here, the proposed scheme ensures secure data transfer via
symmetric key cryptography. The analysis of the proposed security scheme depicts that it is easy to
implement, energy-efficient and flexible.
In [68], integration of secure and intelligent security architecture is proposed for the Cloud of Things,
in which users are able to access applications in the cloud. Elliptic Curve Cryptographic (ECC) has
been used to provide security services. Authors in [65] designed biometric authentication for a multicloud sever environment. The core building blocks in their scheme are biometric-based hashing and
ECC. In [69], the security and privacy challenges are investigated and discussed by introducing the
fog computing in IoT. In this investigation, the authentication issue has been considered as the main
challenge with the context of Cloud and Fog computing that is coupled with the applications of IoT. In
[68], an adaptable model has been proposed for securing communications in Cloud-IoT systems in
contrast to existing pre-configured solutions. It defines the operations of secure communication to
agree dynamic and autonomous security protocols and keys of cryptography. Authors in [70] have
analyzed the effect of mobility on the authentication and have used Forwarding First (FF) Protocol and
Authentication First (AF) Protocol in their analysis. The results depict that mobility affects these
protocols in terms of delay and energy consumption. In [57], privacy preserving in message
forwarding scheme is constructed for Cloud-IoT systems that are intended to improve efficiency and
privacy of transmission. They have developed the architecture of the cloud server having two layers in
order to improve the efficiency of communication of clients. In [18], the secure Cloud-IoT method is
proposed. The authors conducted the survey based upon the security issues in technologies involved in
both Cloud and IoT. After discovering the benefits of cloud and IoT, the authors have surveyed the
security challenges in the Cloud-IoT system and proposed a method that improves privacy and
security issues in Cloud-IoT. In [72], a list of security solutions, such as the use of private cloud with
the parameters of enterprise, session container use, encrypted content and cloud access broker
visualization of security at the run-time, have been presented. These solutions are used for different
application demands and are expected to improve the overall security of Cloud-IoT-based systems.

6. PRIVACY AND SECURITY OPEN CHALLENGES
It is imperative to manage access, communication and use of available resources of IoT and make
efficient protocols and standards for such resource-limited devices. The information that IoT devices
gather shall be protected from unauthorized access. There is a need for crucial technologies to protect
the individual’s privacy and security in the context of Cloud-IoT while having reliable and efficient
communication between IoT and cloud infrastructure. It is observed that the benefits of the integration
of cloud and IoT have also generated new sets of research challenges. Therefore, there is a further
requirement of transformation in technologies of cloud to manage the flow of data and ownership of
data source within Cloud-IoT. The data is also accessed by third parties while having virtualization of
IoT resources, a new type of interrogations with the regard to data ownership and trustworthiness of
data is needed to be addressed. Furthermore, eavesdrop and monitoring of people without their
knowledge and consent is another serious problem.
In Cloud-IoT systems, ad-hoc connections and backend cloud communication are commonly
occurring activities which demand security. Authors in [73] presented that there is a need for an
agreement protocol for secure communication that allows the communicating entities to have a mutual
agreement based on keys and cryptographic algorithms. In the Cloud-IoT environment, there is a need
for adaptable and flexible agreement mechanisms because of storage, bandwidth and computational
limitations in IoT. The major obstacles and challenges to practical security in Cloud-IoT systems are
given below:
a) Dynamic Cycle of Activity: Different roles and functions can be taken up by connected IoT devices
depending on the security challenges in Cloud-IoT systems. The data may be directly transmitted to
other devices or cloud servers.
b) Interaction of Heterogeneity: Cloud infrastructure is provided by different manufacturers who use
different sets of protocols, technical requirements and standards, which puts hindrances for the
interoperability among connected device platforms as well. Because of heterogeneity of the protocols
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and technological features of the interconnected devices, it is important to implement new security
algorithms in order to ensure safe communication of sensitive data.
c) Provision of Antivirus: Antiviruses are usually used in traditional networks to protect personal
computers from attacks and malware. These are memory-consuming and put a great challenge for
being used in resource-limited IoT devices.
To make Cloud-IoT a successful technology, various identified research issues need to be addressed
by the research community to make Cloud-IoT globally adopted.

7. CONCLUSION
The new and growing technology known as Cloud-IoT or Cloud of Things (CoT) is going to make a
huge impact in the future. Both these technologies vary in their characteristics and features but
aggregating them together brings several benefits, such as minimization of effort, less costs to incur on
hardware, interacting with real-world entities and the like. IoT generates massive data that cannot be
stored in IoT device memory or on simple servers; therefore, bringing the cloud into the picture solves
big data issues in IoT. On the other hand, IoT assists the cloud to be able to interact with real-world
objects. However, the integration of the two technologies brings several research issues that have been
highlighted in this paper and the pivotal research issue that has been observed is the security issue that
arises due to the amalgamation of cloud and IoT technologies. In this paper, different threats to
security and privacy have been identified and the relevant existing security mechanisms have been
presented. Further, open security and privacy issues have been identified, which requires further
research efforts in order to address these issues. This paper can act as a baseline for research needed
in the area of security and privacy issues in the Cloud of Things paradigm.
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ملخص البحث:
فييييي اليييييالال يويييييصرال ييييياااتشبيييييإاّيويييييصالشيويييييف ا ل ييييي رافييييي ا ص ييييي ال ييييي ف اي ييييي إا
ل يييييياال الييييييفشةال وجش ش يييييي ال اش ييييييش ا يلليييييي الييييييشت ال ييييييااعييييييف ايوجش ش ييييييفال ايلش ييييييفة ا
ي ويييييش ا ص ييييي ال ييييي ف ا ييييي ال عييييي ا ويييييل اّ ي يييييعفال ييييي ي را ييييي ايويييييش ال عييييي اات ا ييييي اال ا
اّا يييييييي ا لةافصتيييييييي ا عيييييييفال ايييييييي ت اعلييييييياا ت ييييييييف ال ايلش ييييييييفةا
ف تييييييي اال ا وف و يييييييي اا ييييييي
ل ا سش ييييي ال ييييياال عييييي الةيييييصياّويييييشت ا سييييي ال ا يؤا فييييي ا ص ييييي ال ييييي ف اعلييييياال عيييييفا ييييي ا
ييييي ال عييييي ا ا فييييي ال اويييييف تا ييييي ال يييييواص يييييف ال ايف لييييي ا يييييي ال ييييي ت ا ويييييف تال ف ييييي ا
اشلص يييييييي اليييييييياكال ا يييييييي لةراتاويييييييي ا ل يييييييي للال وجش ش ييييييييفال افحايييييييي ال ايص فيييييييي اّف ش يييييييي ا
ل سيييييي فّ ا سييييييع ا تييييييفلا ص يييييي ال يييييي ف اع ييييييصاي ييييييإا ل فييييييي اف اييييييفات يليييييي اّف ايف ليييييي ا
ل ت ا
فييييي الييييياكال شت ييييي راياييييي ا جف ييييي ا يييييص ت ا يييييلال سييييي فّ ا ص ييييي ال ييييي ف ا ل شلحييييي ال ا ي ييييي ا
ييييي اليييييالال ييييي ل ا يييييفف ال ييييياا ييييي رايييييي اي تييييي اعييييي ا يييييفتفاّ ن ييييي ايج ييييي ا ييييي ال ييييي لال ا يييييفتا
ييييي ا ييييي اّييييي الييييياكال ا يييييفتفرا يييييشلاال ال ا يييييف ا ييييي ا يييييف ال ييييي ال ال وشبييييي الييييي ا
يييييي ال ا ييييييفتفال ا شتتيييييي ال جف ايييييي اعيييييي ا ييييييلا ص يييييي ال يييييي ف ا ل ش يييييي ال سيييييي فّ رال يييييي ا
ي ييييييفمال يييييياا يف ليييييي ا لييييييي ال يييييي لا ف ييييييف ا ايييييي ا ييييييصياي تيييييي ال ع تيييييي لةال ا يلايييييي اّييييييف ا
ل وشب اراصافاي اّ واآ فةال ال افحا اف الاكال شت ا
يييييي ا فل يييييي الةييييييصيرا يسييييييلقال شت يييييي ال ييييييش اعليييييياال ا ييييييفتفال ن يييييي ال ا شليييييي ال اصي يييييي ا
ّييييييف ا ل وشبيييييي افيييييي ال تايييييي ال يييييي اياييييييشلا عليييييياا ييييييلا ص يييييي ال يييييي ف ا ل ش يييييي ا
ل سيييي فّ ا تاويييي ا عيييياكال شت يييي ال ايوييييش ال ف ييييفا ل ييييوال يييياااي ييييص ال ف يييي ال يييي افيييي ا لييييف ا
فتفال ا ل وشب اف ا ن الاكال تا ا( فّ ال ف ا )CoTا
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